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Product Environmental Profile
Asia, Australia

Flex Markerboard - AP
Product Environmental Profile is an environmental declaration according to the objectives of ISO 14021. It includes precise, accurate, verifiable and relevant 
information on the sustainability attributes of . The model chosen for analysis is a representative example.Flex Markerboard - AP

Grab a fresh markerboard and use it with the stand for a quick brainstorm. Add it to the wall rail with the rest of your ideas. Steelcase Flex Markerboard Solutions 
allow ideas to flow and concepts to be shared.

Final Assembly Location
Final assembly of Flex Markerboard - AP is in Dong Guan, Guangdong.

Recycled Content
Pre-Consumer Recycled Content : 0%
Post-Consumer Recycled Content : 0%

Recyclability: 13%

Embodied Energy: 281.75 MJ

Embodied Carbon: 11.69 kgCO2e

Design for Disassembly
Disassembly can occur in a reasonable amount of time
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Flex Markerboard - AP may contribute to the following building standards and initiatives in the following ways, depending on 
options.

Certifications and Labels

SCS Indoor Advantage Gold - Furniture

Potential Contribution Area Program Name

Living Building Challenge (LBC) - Imperative 08 SCS Indoor Advantage Gold - Furniture

RESET Materials - RESET Materials - VOC Emissions SCS Indoor Advantage Gold - Furniture

Others

Current Warranties https://www.steelcase.com/warranty/

End of Life Steelcase works closely with a network of partners that are experts in full-scale asset 
management with landfill diversion as a key priority. These partners utilize their network of 
community partners to repurpose office furniture and give it new life by repurposing through 
donations, resale, refurbishment, or recycling. This process allows for the value of these 
assets to be captured and repurposed, reducing the demand on natural resources and 
proliferating a circular economy. Partners will consult with customers directly to determine 
scope and budget and leverage resources with an emphasis on local donations and reuse 
opportunities to maintain a small carbon footprint. Items that cannot be resold or donated 
will be recycled, with landfill as the last resort. Available solutions vary by location and 
multiple solutions are often combined to reach the most sustainable outcome.

Material Types ABS, Expanded Polystyrene Foam, Acrylic, Plywood
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